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“Dust is an exquisite work; a powerful piece of contemporary dance that flirts with potentially heavy-

handed imagery but never succumbs to the obvious or the banal. Cohesive and fluid, it integrates 

movement and design beautifully.” – ArtsHub  

  

“A delicious assault on your imagination and senses.” – Weekend Notes  

“It is as if we are witnessing some ancient ritual in a sacred space. This effect is accentuated by the 

configuration of the Powerhouse Theatre, with the audience in tiers of seats rising above the stage, 

as in an Ancient Greek theatre.” – XS Entertainment  

The intense focus of the dancers, however, is immaculate, creating a deeply immersive 

atmosphere, and all in all it’s a pleasure to watch this work of delicate beauty unfold. – Limelight 

Magazine  

“This performance was filled with contrast, it was erotic yet earthy, ethereal yet powerfully  

athletic, fluid yet at times jarring and finally, filled with a tenderness that was interrupted by violent 

movements and aggressive sets.” – Weekend Notes  

    

This is a work capable of expressive depth without the need for polemic hyperbole, and in an age 

when our lives are perpetually bombarded by outrage, from both ends of the political spectrum, 

such measured, thoughtful commentary can speak louder than any angry words. – The Music 

  



Review 1: ArtsHub –  

https://performing.artshub.com.au/news-article/reviews/performing-arts/richard-watts/review-

dancenorths-dust-brisbane-festival-256525    

RICHARD WATTS   

★★★★ ½ stars 

Dust | Dancenorth  

  

A powerful piece of contemporary dance that flirts with potentially heavy-handed imagery but never 

succumbs to the obvious or the banal.   

The bare stage of the Powerhouse Theatre is bisected by a wall, instantly evoking barriers both 

physical and ideological – even emotional. Its position constrains the audience’s view – initially only 

those seated in the centre of the theatre can see the dance in its entirety as it unfolds; others, 

seated to the left or the right, observe only part of the work, what their position allows them to see 

– the Facebook bubble in physical form.   

Positions, perspectives, power structures, the forces that divide and unite us; as Dancenorth’s Dust 

unfolds it explores all this and more in a potent, understated work choreographed by the company’s 

Artistic Director, Kyle Page and Associate Artistic Director Amber Haines.   

  

As the work opens, the dancers are separated by the wall (designed by Liminal Studios’ Peta 

Heffernan and Elvio Brianese). One woman reclines on the floor on stage right; six dancers stand on 

stage left on the other side of the wall. All are clad similarly, in loosefitting translucent garments 

daubed with streaks of soft colour (designed by Harriet Oxley) through which tattoos and nipples are 

visible. Only the woman is visible to those seated in the left hand side of the theatre; those seated 

on the right see only the grouped dancers.  

Also at stage left, violinist Jessica Moss (Thee Silver Mt Zion) accompanies a subdued, pre-recorded 

electronic score by Helpmann Award-winning dancer turned composer Alasdair Macindoe. As the 

work progresses their music ebbs and flows, mixes and harmonises, first one instrument dominating, 

then the other in a way which never jars or detracts from the movement on stage.  

Described in the program notes as ‘an investigation into the architecture of inheritance’ inspired by 

the birth of Haines' and Page’s son Jasper, Dust starts gently, exploring connection and space 

through slow gestures: hands weaving through air among the collective of dancers while the solo 

performer, Ashley McLellan, extends legs and rolls slowly before drawing shadows on the wall.   

When the wall turns, opening up the space, a male dancer, Felix Sampson, joins McLellan; their 

bodies intertwine but never quite embrace – until the wall is dismantled and a fragment of it 

physically pushes the pair apart.    

As Dust continues the seemingly solid blocks of the wall are shown to be hollow and the dance 

becomes ritualistic; two women join together in veneration, heads thrown back, knees bent. 

https://performing.artshub.com.au/news-article/reviews/performing-arts/richard-watts/review-dancenorths-dust-brisbane-festival-256525
https://performing.artshub.com.au/news-article/reviews/performing-arts/richard-watts/review-dancenorths-dust-brisbane-festival-256525


Divisions emerge. Two dancers half lift, half throw one another, a physical embodiment of both 

emotional support and abuse, and the push and pull present in all relationships; neither male nor 

female has the upper hand. Structures are torn down only to rise again in new patterns – a 

causeway, a city, a new wall, a disquieting memorial. Prone dancers fling themselves up from the 

floor explosively.  

Late in the piece one dancer spins until he is dizzy; a woman dances in the ruins; the mob’s hands 

close over a face – to silence them, to support them, or to shield the dancer’s eyes from the world 

around them?   

Dust is an exquisite work; a powerful piece of contemporary dance that flirts with potentially heavy-

handed imagery but never succumbs to the obvious or the banal. Cohesive and fluid, it integrates 

movement and design beautifully.   

  

This world premiere season at Brisbane Festival just slightly outstays its welcome and the constant 

rearranging of blocks late in the piece begins to feel a trifle repetitive, but such faults are minor. 

Dancenorth are to be applauded: Dust is a richly evocative work that deserves to tour widely.  

     



Review 2– The Music   

https://themusic.com.au/article/nMOEjrGws7I/dust-dancenorth-brisbane-festival-maximboon/   

MAXIM BOON  

5 stars ★★★★★  

Dust | Dancenorth  

  

The history of our species is defined by those things that bind us together and those that drive us 

apart. It's this immutable friction – between our shared humanity and the social divides that fracture 

it – that is the driving essence of Kyle Page and Amber Haines' Dust. It’s an ambitiously expansive 

premise that could invite any number of responses, but from this sprawling concept, Page and 

Haines have hewn a choreography of extraordinary confidence and purpose, superbly performed by 

the members of Townsville-based company Dancenorth.  

  

The most conspicuous expression of Dust’s isolationist symbolism is a blade-like wall that carves 

through the centre of the stage. As the work begins, a group on one side of this divide huddles 

together, juddering pulses rippling through their collective mass. On the other side of the wall, a 

solitary dancer offers a distant echo of this trembling exchange, seemingly yearning to belong yet 

unable to overcome an insurmountable force. The audience’s sightlines are deliberately 

undemocratised; some viewers are able to experience the full, uncompromised effect of this stage 

picture, while others are limited to just one side of the bisected scene.  

Created by design house Liminal Spaces, this wall proves to be a highly resourceful element. Broken 

down into asymmetrical blocks, it becomes a jagged road; a ramshackle jetty; a metropolitan skyline; 

or a place of memorial. Yet these transformations occur with such subtle, unhurried ease, their 

shifting representations are almost impossible to predict. These transitions are also so meticulously 

woven into the fabric of the production, the integrity of the dance is never undermined by 

distracting stage business.  

The design is otherwise extremely sparing, but the choreography is capable of both subtlety and 

spectacle without the need for bells and whistles. From a palate of seemingly uncontrolled, 

improvised gestures – convulsive spasms; robotic jerks; serpentine flexes – come phrases of fierce 

invention and complexity. Moments of ordered rigour suddenly emerge from this physical chaos, 

speaking to the degree of lucid, considered technique in orbit around this work’s conceptual core.  

But while Dust features a highly mature lexicon of movement, it’s not indiscriminately inventive. 

There’s a discipline and restraint to the choreography that protects its identity while allowing wild 

impulses of dramatic energy – surges of anger, compassion, fear, sensuality – to hurtle through the 

bodies on stage. It’s movement that toys with a taut push-pull, toeing the line between individual 

freedom and a cohesive status quo. By turns exhilarating, then almost votive in its quiet, minimalistic 

simplicity, the dancers trace hesitant courses around each other, splitting apart or coalescing, as if 

caught in the rippling wakes of unnameable emotions.   



Violinist and composer Jessica Moss delivers a musical sound-scape perfectly in-sync with the 

production's artistic vision. Characterised by similarly subtle, yet mercurial shifts in its emotional 

tonality, the combination of real-time looping and pumping electronica follows tremulous patterns 

through dense washes of sound. Much like the movement it accompanies, there is great 

sophistication in its intention and economy, capable of both totemic, febrile fury and breathless 

tenderness.  

However, it's a subliminal component of this work that is perhaps its most remarkable 

accomplishment. The political message of Dust – exploring the ongoing injustices committed against 

those who represent otherness: refugees and immigrants, the homeless, those outliers who are so 

frequently demonised by dog-whistle rhetoric, in the media and in government – is powerfully 

present without being overwhelming. This is a work capable of expressive depth without the need 

for polemic hyperbole, and in an age when our lives are perpetually bombarded by outrage, from 

both ends of the political spectrum, such measured, thoughtful commentary can speak louder than 

any angry words.  

  

  



Review 3- Weekend Notes   

https://www.weekendnotes.com/dustbrisbane-festival/  

JC  

★★★★ ½ stars 

Dust | Dancenorth  

  

I have a had a life-long love of the arts; enjoying theatre, ballet, art and movies. We are all time poor 

and have limits to our entertainment budget so I hope an honest review will help make your choices 

easier.   

Different and unusual— a delicious assault on your imagination and senses  

Before I embark on this review I should be clear... I love modern dance! I love the magic of bodies 

pushed to extremes in order to explore beliefs, concepts and emotions without using words or 

constructed narratives. Modern dance always leaves room for the audience to inject their own 

interpretation and from this perspective respond. Dust, a collaboration between Dancenorth's 

Artistic Director Kyle Page and Associate Artistic Director Amber Haines, delivers all that and more.  

  

This is Dancenorth's third year with the Brisbane Festival. Dust, as with all their works, pushes 

conceptual and contemporary-dance boundaries. Through Dust, the directors investigate the 

architecture of inheritance - that is how the world, both intimate and global, influence our 

development and views of self and others.  

Both the set and the choreography made me think of a primordial world where life was emerging 

and then struggling, in a harsh world, to find a connection with one's self, others and land. This 

performance was filled with contrast, it was erotic yet earthy, ethereal yet powerfully athletic, fluid 

yet at times jarring and finally, filled with a tenderness that was interrupted by violent movements 

and aggressive sets.  

The seven young dancers (Samantha Hines, Mason Kelly, Jenni Large, Ashley McLellan, Georgia Rudd, 

Felix Sampson and Jack Ziesing) left nothing in reserve, they were totally committed to the artistic 

expression and pure athleticism of this performance. At times, I was totally shocked by moves that 

would cause damage to the average human, and equally awed by the limitless manipulation of their 

bodies - joints defied all anatomical rules. However, my favourite moment was the opening scene 

when Ashley McLellen explored the loneliness of new life with a tenderness and fluidity that was 

simply delicious.  

  



Dust is playing at the Powerhouse theatre 19 to 22 September as part of the Brisbane Festival. If you 

miss this short season, keep your eye out for future Dancenorth productions.   

     



Review 4- XS Entertainment  

https://xsentertainme.wordpress.com/2018/09/24/dust-2/   

RUTH RIDGWAY   

5 stars ★★★★★  

Dust | Dancenorth  

   

Upon birth, we arrive into a world in which those who precede us determine everything.  

   

From this lottery of birth we inherit the architecture of both 

restriction and opportunity in countless manifestations.   
Structures, barriers and borders pre-exist, and past tense 

illuminates both our present and future thinking…  

    

Dancenorth’s work Dust premiered at this year’s Brisbane Festival. It is inspired by weighty and 

solemn concepts, outlined by directors/choreographers Kyle Page (Dancenorth’s Artistic Director) 

and Amber Haines (Associate Artistic Director) in their program notes.  

   

Page and Haines are married and have a baby son, whose birth last year led them to contemplate 

‘the architecture of inheritance’, and to think about the present, past and future worlds, and how 

we shape these worlds and they shape us.  

   

In the post-performance Q&A on opening night, Page referred to the set for Dust, designed by 

Liminal Studio, as ‘another performer’. It dominates this work. At first, a large, wedge-shaped wall 

looms over the performers. Angled across the stage, it separates one dancer (Ashley McLellan) from 

the six others (Samantha Hines, Mason Kelly, Jenni Large, Georgia Rudd, Felix Sampson and Jack 

Ziesing). The themes of barriers, restrictions, insiders/outsiders and inclusion/exclusion continue 

throughout the work.  

   

The power of the soundscape matches that of the set. Created by composer/sound designer Alisdair 

Macindoe and Canadian composer/musician Jessica Moss, it surges, booms and pounds, ebbing to 

quieter moments with sounds like bells, harmonic chanting, droning, and distorted voices calling.  

   

Threading their way among the recorded electronic sounds are echoes of Middle Eastern and 

Eastern European music. Moss plays the violin live during the show, electronically modifying the 

sound of her instrument.  



 Early on, the dancers dismantle the wall into its constituent box-like blocks. As the work progresses, they move 

the boxes into various configurations: a ramp, a pile of rocks, a low wall around the stage perimeter, and parallel 

rows of columns.  

   

The action continues with duos and solos while this happens, but shifting the boxes takes up much of 

the dancers’ time and effort. (The dancer representative at the Q&A, Felix Sampson, confirmed the 

impression that the blocks are heavy.)  

    

Once the arrangements of blocks are in place, striking images are created by the dancers moving and 

posing on and round them. A group moves and stands on a ramp, while a lone man creeps alongside. 

A woman stands and lifts her arm, like a priest or an ancient oracle. A group of dancers bow and 

abase themselves to a pile of blocks; one woman walks slowly among them and they follow her.  

   

It is as if we are witnessing some ancient ritual in a sacred space. This effect is accentuated by the 

configuration of the Powerhouse Theatre, with the audience in tiers of seats rising above the stage, 

as in an Ancient Greek theatre.  

   

The dancers perform heroically, and one can only wonder at their energy. The quality of movement 

is athletic and grounded, fluid at times and jerky and robotic at others. McLellan in particular 

impresses with her intensity, strength and fluidity.  

   

The pattern of the movement is full of circles: for example, using the impetus of whirling around in 

lifts, or rotating on the spot like a dervish, or running in circles, and people circling each other. The 

group of dancers sometimes huddle in a circle, moving in close action and reaction to each other, 

like a flock of birds. They also undulate in slow motion, like a group of sea creatures. There is a great 

deal of floor work.  

   

The lighting (Niklas Pajanti) is subtle, often quite dim, with simple minimal colours that correspond 

well with the cosmic soundscape and the monumental set – such as gold, and pink strengthening to 

red. These are the only touches of colour other than shades of grey (for the backdrop, the wall, and 

the costumes).  

   

The costumes (Harriet Oxley) are lovely. In contrast to the dominating set and the sound, and more 

aligned with the mood of the lighting, they are delicate and almost transparent. Of fine, pale, lightly 

patterned fabric, the combinations of tunics, wide pants, long skirts, and sleeveless tops are 

reminiscent of Ancient Greek or Roman draperies.  

   



The whole creative team was represented on the 9-strong panel for the Q&A (facilitated by Bradley 

Chatfield, formerly with Sydney Dance Company, and more recently with Dancenorth and the 

Aboriginal Centre for the Performing Arts). All were very passionate about their particular discipline 

and about the collaborative process of creating Dust.  

   

The different creative elements in this work all make a powerful impression. However, for me they 

did not gel as a whole: rather, they seemed to be struggling for dominance, a struggle won by the 

set. At around 70 minutes, the work is not over-long, but is repetitious in parts.  

   

In the current drought, the title Dust might first suggest clouds of windblown particles of soil. 

However, on reflection, the biblical idea that we are all made of dust seems more relevant: ‘… out of 

[the ground] wast thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return’ (Genesis 3:19).  

  

    

  



Review 5: Nothing Ever Happens In Brisbane  

https://nothingeverhappensinbrisbane.com/2018/09/24/dust-dancenorth/   

NADIA JADE  

★★★★ ½ stars 

Dust | Dancenorth  

  

Dust was a beautifully presented and evocative performance by Dancenorth.  

  

Dust takes a deep and daring dive into how – through the lottery of birth – we inherit the architecture 

of restriction and opportunity. How do we agitate and illuminate the engineering of our own existence?  

  

As is my wont, I chose not to read too much prior to the show in order to see what storytelling the 

performers presented. And my reading was along those lines, but somewhat of a more futuristic 

bent.  

There was a flavour of The Sims to the piece. The dancers worked in a choreography that was 

reminiscent of robots or possessed creatures, it was creepily effective, heads and limbs askew, 

almost aggressively presenting an internal animosity, a struggle between self and a rogue body. I got 

a very Black Mirror kind-of feel to the show. We are far in the future, where humans are no longer 

the vividly conscious creatures that we presently know, but instead our presence is buried deeply. 

But not so deeply that our fleshy selves can be completely subsumed. When aroused, the bodies of 

these – sub-humans – becomes, wild and taut and uncontrollable.  

Each of the dancers performed spectacularly, and two really stood out for me. The opening 

performance of Ashley McLellan was spectacularly disturbing and a fitting start to the piece, 

juxtaposed by the perfectly in-sync ensemble work on the far side of the stage. A soft start to her 

solo set the scene for an increasingly disturbed performance, a beautifully unusual way of moving. A 

second highlight solo was that of Georgia Rudd, who seemingly was at war with her own body, lust 

and madness vying for control of her body. That said, each of the performers peppered the work 

with eye-catching movement and their stage presence was masterful, for this new dance fan.  

The set was a crazily ambitious room divider built by Liminal Spaces – they seem to be everywhere 

these days! The set devolved into a large building blocks through which new sets were made time 

and again. Unfortunately, like a child with a favourite toy, I felt these scene changes were made just 

one time to many. The length of time it took for each scene change to meant that some of the solos 

felt like cover-ups, rather than character explorations. It’s really the only fault in what was a really 

beautiful work.  

The soundtrack was beautifully complementary, with exquisite live violin by Canadian musician 

Jessica Moss, who accompanied the original score for the show composed by Alisdair Macindoe. I 



honestly forget a few times that the music had live accompaniment, which is testament to how 

absorbed in the show I was.  

The inertia of the group pieces was mesmerising. The startled eyes of those that were not caught up 

in the frenzy of various salutations. A bonus point for the faces that were blankly vacant, yet full of 

subtlety – a very tricky refinement to achieve. Congratulations to the cast for an excellent 

production. Dancenorth’s reputation precedes them, and I was not left disappointed.  

Nadia Jade saw Dust on Saturday 22nd September as part of Brisbane Festival 2018.  

  

  

  

  

  

  


